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SECTION FOR INSTALLERS
1.	FUNCTIONS
The Elekta and Elekta Steel calling modules were created for flush-mounting in outdoor environments.
The features of these calling modules in the 2Voice two-wire system are the following:
• Possibility of calling all potential system users (128 apartments on 32 risers, equal to 4096 apartments
in total) by keying in a physical code or selecting the name directly (the name list can be scrolled or
searched by initial).
• 3.5” LCD graphic display with evolved GUI available in 12 languages.
• Alphanumeric keypad with optional button touch sound feedback.
• Possibility of managing a repository containing up to 4200 names. A four-digit door opening code may
be associated to each name.
• Possibility of managing up to 100 door opening codes not associated to names for use by maintenance
personal and cleaners.
• Access control by means of transponder keys (up to 16384 keys, equal to four different keys per
apartment; function available only for models 1083/15 and 1083/16).
• CCD colour camera(#) with wide-angle lens and auxiliary LED lighting
(#) at 50 Hz for mod. 1083/15 and 1083/16; at 60 Hz for mod. 1083/25 and 1083/27
• Infrared presence sensor for turning the display on automatically.
• Pedestrian door electrical lock with capacitance discharge and hold current.
• Auxiliary relay (NO) lock management for vehicle entrance electric lock.
• Auxiliary relay lock management (C-NC-NO) activated jointly with capacitance distance lock (SE+, SE-)
for the pedestrian door.
• Unrestricted or privacy electrical lock management.
• Audio repeat device control for use with hearing aid (optional).
• Mail delivery function: direct opening of pedestrian door by pressing the T or P button the short-cut
menu on the programmed days and times.
• Direct call to switchboard by pressing at least three buttons at the same time (emergency call).
• Hall button management for pedestrian door.
• Door sensor management for pedestrian door.
• Call and end of conversation confirmation by means of messages on the display.
• Call and door open confirmation by means of specific voice messages in the set languages (optional).
• Speaker and microphone volume trimmer.
• Bluetooth programmable using a personal computer (PC) or portable devices running the dedicated
software.

Arrange the duct so that it ends at the lower holes of the flush-mounting box.
Embed the flush-mounting body Ref. 1145/53 at the given height.

294 mm / 11.57"

mm
45 .77"
1

•
•

11
8
4.6 mm
5"

(1,40 m / 4.59 ft)

•
•

INSTALLATION ELEKTA CALLING MODULE (1083/15 and 		
1083/25)

1,55 ÷ 1,60 m / 5.08 ÷ 5.25 ft

2.

(*) 1.40 m / 4.59 ft from the ground and dimensions to be respected in order
to guarantee compliance with reference standards for use by disabled users
(e.g. Law 2005-102 of 11/02/2005, Decree 2006-555 of 17/05/2006 and
amendments of 01/08/2006, 26/02/2007 and 21/03/2007 for France).

Establish the electric connections (see specific paragraph).
Fix the calling module to the flush-mounting box with the screws provided. Complete the calling module
with the finishing frame, which is fixed using two Torx® screws.
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3.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INSTALLATION ELEKTA STEEL CALLING MODULE (1083/16
and 1083/27)
Arrange the duct so that it ends at the lower hole of the flush-mounting box.
Remove the lower cap from the wire hole (1).
Apply adhesive labels on the holes for the screws of the frame (2).
Install flush-mounting box Ref. 1158/43 at indicated height (3).
Fix the frame to the flush-mounting body (4).
Establish the electric connections.
Fix the calling module to the frame (4).
mm
45 .77"
1

1

11

8m

m

2

/4

.65

"

3

ALTO
TO
P
HA
UT

(1,40 m / 4.59 ft)

B

1,55 ÷ 1,60 m / 5.08 ÷ 5.25 ft

A

ALTO
TO
P
HA
UT

298 mm / 11.73"

ALTO
TOP
HAUT

(*) 1.40 m / 4.59 ft from the ground and dimensions to be respected in order to guarantee compliance
with reference standards for use by disabled users (e.g. Law 2005-102 of 11/02/2005, Decree 2006-555 of
17/05/2006 and amendments of 01/08/2006, 26/02/2007 and 21/03/2007 for France).
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4
ALTO
TO
P
HA
UT

Torx® special
tamper-proof screws

M4 x 20
screws

4.

ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS
Refer to the information contained in the system manual for more information on wiring, maximum
distances and reference wiring diagrams.

The calling module is provided with an extractable terminal board to facilitate connection operations.
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4.1. DESCRIPTION OF TERMINALS
S+ S-

LINE

SE2

C NC NO

ILA + - CT PA SP

SE+

Pedestrian electrical lock with capacitance discharge actuation positive

SE-

Pedestrian electrical lock with capacitance discharge actuation negative

LINE
LINE
SE2
SE2

Two-wire bus line in

Relay electrical lock (NO - normally open contacts) (vehicle entrance)

C

Auxiliary relay output - common contact (for pedestrian door)

NC

Auxiliary relay output - normally closed contact (for pedestrian door)

NO

Auxiliary relay output - normally opened contact (for pedestrian door)

ILA
ILA

Hearing aid device output

+

Not used

-

Not used

CT

Hall button and door sensor common contact

PA

Hall button

SP

Door sensor
Default

5.

VOLUME ADJUSTMENT

The microphone and speaker volumes are calibrated by default and may be suitable for most installations.
Use a screwdriver to adjust the corresponding potentiometer to adjust one or both volumes.
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6.

CALLING MODULE DESCRIPTION
5

5
6
7

4
8

4
3
3

2

8
9

6

9

2
10

10
1

7

1
123-

Transponder key reader (only for models 1083/15 and 1083/16)
Keypad
Dynamically configured short-cut buttons  The icon over the button indicates the available
function
4Colour display, 320 x 240 pixel
5Camera with LED lighting
6Speaker
7IR presence sensor
8Scroll buttons:
9Call button
10 - Microphone
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7.

PROGRAMMING

7.1.	menu STRUCTURE
LANGUAGE
CONFIGURATION
NAMES
DOOR OPENER
KEYS
RESET

GUI (*) SEMPLIFICATA
SECONDARY
MODULE TYPE
MULTIRISE
RISE NUMBER
ID PRIMARY MODULE
ID SECONDARY MODULE
CODE TYPE
AUTOMATIC FIT (**)
BUSY TIME
STOPPABLE
DOOR LOCK RELEASE TIME 1
OPEN DOOR 1
DOOR LOCK RELEASE TIME 2
OPEN DOOR 2
PASSWORD
LCD BACKLIGHT
BUTTON SOUND
MULTITOUCH CALL
WELCOME MESSAGE
TIME ZONE
DATE AND TIME
POSTMAN
VOCAL SYNTHESIS
SWITCHBOARD (***)
—
PRIMARY

NEW
MODIFY
DELETE
DELETE ALL

NEW
MODIFY
DELETE
DELETE ALL

NEW
DELETE
DELETE ALL
(*) GUI = Graphic User Interface.
(**) Voice present only for some configurations.
(***) Voice CAN BE CONFIGURED only if the calling module is configured as PRIMARY.
54
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7.2.

PARAMETER CONFIGURATION

Program the calling module after having installed it by configuring the following parameters.
7.2.1. PARAMETERS TABLE
Parameter

Default
settings

Description

Possible values

Language

Language used on the display

Čeština,
Deutsch,
English, English
UK, Español,
Français,
Italiano, Magyar, ITALIANO
,
Nederlands,
Polski,
Português,
Slovenščina.

Module type

Select primary or secondary module.
All system users may be called from the primary
module. A secondary module may only call the users
of the riser to which it belongs. Users who receive the PRIMARY
call can identify the source of the call by the tone.
SECONDARY
Two secondary calling stations may be present in a
riser and must have a different address (secondary
0 or 1).

PRIMARY

Multirise

This indicates whether the system consists of several
risers or not.
YES, NO
The operation will only appear if “PRIMARY” module
type was selected.

NO

Module ID

Identification code of the calling module = door
station number.
No two primary stations can have the same ID.
Two secondary stations with the same ID but with
different number may coexist (set 0 if there is only
one secondary module on the riser, set 0 and 1 if
there are two).
The ID of the secondary door unit must coincide with
the riser ID.

Code type

Setting up the type of user code.
• Physical code: 5 digits, consisting of riser number
Physical,
(00 ÷ 31) + apartment number (000 ÷ 127).
Logical
• Logical code: up to four digits long, permitted
values: 1 ÷ 9999

Busy time

Stoppable
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For
primary
module: 0 ÷ 3
0
For secondary
module: 0 ÷ 31.

Time after which the current call may be interrupted
by other calls.

30 s

The same busy time must be programmed
for all calling modules in the system.
This setting determines whether auto-on without
audio or an intercom call can be interrupted by a call
from the door unit.
The same “Stoppable” setting must be
programmed for all calling modules in the
system.

Physical

YES, NO

NO

55

Door lock
release type
and time

The door unit lock release type and lock output
activation time.
The type may be:
Secret: pressing the door opener button on
an apartment station will activate the door unit
Type: SECRET,
output only after having received a call or during
FREE
a conversation or following auto-on if a video
Time: 0 ÷ 90 s
connection has been established.
Free: pressing the door opening button on an
apartment station will activate the door unit output
only if the door unit is configured as primary station
or if the user and the secondary door unit belong to
the same riser.

Type:
SECRET
Door Lock 1
release time: 1s
Door Lock 2
release time: 0s

Password

Four-digit password for accessing the calling module
1000 ÷ 9999
programming mode.

1000

LCD backlight

This is used to adjust the brightness of the display to
1÷5
adapt it to environment conditions.

3

Button sound

This enables a tone when a button is pressed.

YES, NO

YES

The parameter defines where to route the call
generated by pressing at least three buttons at
the same time (Multitouch call) if the system is not
provided with concierge switchboard or if this is
present but configured in NIGHT mode.

XYABC, with
XY = 00 ÷ 31
ABC =
000 ÷ 127

EMPTY

Multitouch call

This must be a physical code if the
parameter is programmed.
Welcome
message

Message which appears on the main page of the 32 characters on
URMET
menu on the calling module.
2 lines

Time zone

Setting up the time zone of the calling module.

Date and time

For setting date and time of the calling module.

EMPTY

Day

For setting the day of the week.

MONDAY

This allows to open the pedestrian doors (during
the programmed time) simply by pressing the T or P YES, NO
button on the short-cut menu of the calling module.

NO

Postman

YES, NO

NO

Names

This setting is used to pair names to user codes Up to 4200
(user repository).
names

Vocal synthesis

If active, calls and door opening events are described
YES, NO
by specific voice messages in the set language.

NO

Switchboard

To be activated if the video door phone system is
YES, NO
provided with concierge switchboard.

NO

8.

PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE

The device is programmed using a specific password-protected multiple level menu.
The menu options can be scrolled and selected, together with the parameter values, by using the
buttons. Press OK to confirm the selection.
Press X to cancel the selection and go back to the previous menu level.
To exit the configuration, press X until the home page of the calling module appears.
IMPORTANT: the steps for the configuration of the reader transponder keys should be ignored when
programming modules 1083/25 and 1083/27.
56
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8.1.

ACCESS TO PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE

Access programming mode as follows to program a new calling module or editing exiting programming:

Key in 99999 on the keypad. The page shown by the side will appear.

Enter the password (default password: 1000) and press OK to confirm.
The page by the side will appear if the password is not correct.
Wait for approximately 3 seconds before attempting to enter the password
again.
IMPORTANT: If you set a new password instead of the default one and loose
it, ask Urmet Customer Care for a temporary password to access programming
mode, read the lost password and set a new one.
To obtain a temporary password:
1. Enter the sequence, X OK 9 6 3 with the calling module in stand-by mode.
A six-digit number (SERVICE CODE) which is different each time will
appear on the display.
. Contact Urmet Customer Care and read the SERVICE CODE. The Urmet
operator will supply a temporary password (PT).
3. Use the PT to access calling module configuration and read the lost
password. The old password will remain valid for accessing configuration
until it is changed.
IMPORTANT: The PT you will be given can be used to access configuration
until the calling module is reset again or until the sequence shown in step 1 is
entered again.
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The main menu will appear if the correct password was entered.

The procedure for programming all calling module parameters is described below.
Some parameters do not need to be programmed. Select only the relevant menu items if some
default values are already correct or to modify only some parameters of a previously configured
module; but you still need to confirm all of the options until the last parameter.

8.2. LANGUAGE
The language used by the device for all menus and displayed messages can be modified using the
second level LANGUAGE menu.

Select LANGUAGE on the main menu. The menu shown here by the side will
appear.
Select the language used for the menu with the
buttons and press OK
to confirm. All the languages will appear in the selected language after having
selected the language.

The page shown here by the side will appear if Hebrew is selected.
Press OK to restart the device. The menu in Hebrew will then
appear. Press X to go back to the main page of the configuration
with the previously used language.

8.3. CONFIGURATION
The second level CONFIGURATION menu is used to edit the various calling module operating parameters
as needed.
IMPORTANT: Follow the configuration procedure to the end to save the new settings permanently even
if only a few parameters need to be changed.
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8.3.1.

Select CONFIGURATION on the main menu. The menu shown to the side
appears where the user can press the
buttons to select the NO item.

8.3.2.

Then select the type of PRIMARY module with the
to confirm.

buttons and press OK

8.3.3.

The page shown here by the side will appear if PRIMARY calling module type
is selected.
Select YES for multiriser systems or NO otherwise and press OK to confirm
the selection.

8.3.4.

Set the identification code (ID) of the primary module on the keypad and press
OK to confirm the selection.
Permitted values: 0 ÷ 3.
An error will appear when exiting configuration mode and returning
the device to normal operating mode if a previously used ID is set.
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8.3.5.

The page shown here by the side will appear if SECONDARY calling module
type is selected.
Set the column number of the secondary module on the keypad and press OK
to confirm the selection.
Permitted values: 0 ÷ 31
No specific error is indicated if an incorrect column number is set
but no user can be called.
8.3.6.
Each column may have up to two secondary modules. Set the identification
code (ID) of the secondary module in the riser on the keypad and press OK to
confirm the selection.
Permitted values: 0 or 1.
Secondary module ID errors will only be shown when exiting
configuration mode and returning the device to normal operating
mode.

8.3.7.
Select the user code type used with the
buttons and press OK to
confirm.
See the Parameter table for more information on PHYSYCAL and LOGICAL
mode.

8.3.8.
The AUTOMATIC FIT function automatically replaces physical codes with
sequential logical codes from 1 to 127 according to the following pattern:
Physical code
Logical code
1
                1, first logical address used
1
2, second logical address used
÷
÷
1
127, last logical address used
IMPORTANT: This function is only available if:
1. The addressing method of the system uses logical codes.
. The calling module is a secondary module or the primary calling module in
a one-riser system.
Select the function activation module type with the
buttons and press
OK to confirm.
The automatically allocated logical codes can be modified at any
time and logical code 128 can be allocated to physical code XY000
(if there are 128 users in the system or on the riser), where XY is
the riser number (00 for single riser systems).
60
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8.3.9.

Select the required busy time with the
confirm.

buttons and press OK to

Permitted values: 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 seconds.

8.3.10.

Use the
buttons to select whether auto-on without audio or an intercom
conversation may be interrupted by a call from the door unit.

8.3.11.

Set the release time of door lock 1 (voltage to the SE+/SE- terminals and
actuation of the C-NO relay) on the keypad and press OK to confirm the
selection.
Permitted values: 0 ÷ 90 seconds, with 1 second increments.
If the time is set at 0 seconds, the opening of the door is disabled. It
is not possible to program both the opening times of door opener 1
and of door opener 2 at 0 seconds.
8.3.12.

Select the behaviour of door lock 1 with the
buttons and press OK
to confirm.
See the Parameter table for more information on FREE and SECRET mode.
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8.3.13.

Set the release time of door lock 2 (relay actuation, terminals SE2) on the
keypad and press OK to confirm the selection.
Permitted values: 0 ÷ 90 seconds, with 1 second increments.
If the time is set at 0 seconds, the opening of the door is disabled. It
is not possible to program both the opening times of door opener 1
and of door opener 2 at 0 seconds.

8.3.14.

Select the behaviour of door lock 2 with the
buttons and press OK
to confirm.
See the Parameter table for more information on FREE and SECRET mode.

8.3.15.

Modify the default calling module password by entering a new four-digit
code using the keypad and pressing the OK button to confirm.
Press X to cancel an incorrect digit.
Permitted values: 1000 ÷ 9999.

8.3.16.

Select the LCD backlight level of the display with the
press OK to confirm.
1 = darker, 5 = lighter

62
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8.3.17.

Select whether the calling module must generate a feedback tone when a
button is pressed using the
buttons and press OK to confirm.

8.3.18.

Enter the physical code of the extension where to route the call generated by
pressing at least three buttons at the same time (multitouch or emergency call)
if the system is not provided with concierge switchboard or if this is present but
configured in NIGHT mode.
Press OK to confirm the entered code.

8.3.19.
Type in the welcome message on the keypad and press OK to confirm.
The message may consist of two lines of up to 16 characters each. Move the
cursor using the
buttons.
Press
to go to the next line to enter a word less than 16
characters long.

8.3.20.

This screen allows you to view or set the system time zone. The default
value is empty and corresponds to the reference time zone UTC. To specify a
different value, select with the button YES and confirm with the OK button. If
you confirm with OK button the NO option, it will be shown directly the screen
for DATE AND TIME setting.
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This screen shows time zone value after default value has been changed.

Select the continent where the system is installed with the
and press OK to confirm.

Select the country with the

buttons

buttons and press OK to confirm.

The page shown by the side will appear if there are multiple time zones in the
selected country.
Select the required region (time zone) with the
buttons and press OK
to confirm.
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8.3.21.
Set the date in dd/mm/yyyy format and then select the time in hh:mm format
(permitted values: 00:00  ÷  23:59).
Press OK to confirm the entered date and time.
Press C on the short-cut menu to delete the entered number if you make a
mistake.

The day of the week corresponding to the set day will appear on the following
page.
Press OK to proceed with the configuration.
The day corresponding to the set date will be restored in all cases
after confirming if the day of the week is changed.

8.3.22.
Select the postman function with the
buttons and press OK to
confirm.
The postman function is activated for the specified days and times programmed
as shown below.

This function is used to open the door from the door unit (lock connected to the
SE+/SE- terminals and to the C-NC-NO relay contacts) by pressing the T or P
button in the short-cut menu of the calling module.
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The time slots during which the postman function is activated can be
selected.
The days of the week (starting from Monday) are shown in sequence.
Select whether to activate the postman function on the indicated day with the
buttons and press OK to confirm.

The start and end time of the service will appear if the postman function was
enabled for the day.
Set the start time and then the end time in hh:mm format using the keypad
(permitted values: 00:00 ÷ 23:59).
Press OK to confirm.
Press C on the short-cut menu to delete the entered number if you make a
mistake.

Start time coinciding with the end time or end time before the start time will be
considered errors.
The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be deactivated
for approximately three seconds in case of error.

Repeat the postman function programming procedure and select the service
times for the other days of the week.
Each day of the week and the respective service times can be selected
independently.

Select the T or P icon which will appear over the right short-cut menu using
the
buttons to indicate that the postman function is available and press
OK to confirm.
The icon will only appear on the display during the times when the
postman function is enabled.
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8.3.23.
Select the vocal synthesis function with the
to confirm.

buttons and press OK

If this function is activated, calls and door opening events will be described by
specific voice messages in the set language.

8.3.24.

The function is available only if the calling module was configured
as PRIMARY.
Select YES with the
buttons if a switchboard is present in the system
and press OK to confirm.

8.4. NAMES
The second level NAMES menu is used to add new names, edit existing names, and to delete one or all
names from the database.

Select NAMES from the main menu. The menu shown here by the side will
appear. Select the required function with the
buttons and press OK to
confirm.
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8.4.1. New

Enter the new name using the keypad (special characters can be added like
on a mobile phone by pressing buttons 1 and 0) and press OK to confirm the
entered name.
The name may be up to 32 characters only. Press C on the short-cut menu to
enter the digit to the left of the cursor if you make a mistake. The cursor can be
moved onto the string using the
and
buttons.

The page by the side will appear if name already exists and the keypad will
be deactivated. The previous page with the field empty will appear after
approximately three seconds.

Combine the PHYSICAL CODE which identifies the apartment to the newly
entered name. The physical code is five digit long (XXYYY), where:
• XX identifies the riser number (permitted values: 00 ÷ 31).
• YYY identifies the apartment number (permitted values: 000 ÷ 127).
The same code may be allocated to different names.
Set the physical code using the keypad and press OK to confirm.
Press C on the short-cut menu to enter the digit to the left of the cursor if you
make a mistake. The cursor can be moved onto the numeric string using the
and
buttons.

If the code has already been used for another name, a new screen will open to
ask for reconfirmation.
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The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be deactivated
for approximately three seconds if the code is incorrect.

The page shown here by the side will appear if the module is configured to use
logical codes (see Configuration paragraph).
Combine the LOGICAL CODE which identifies the apartment.
The code is formed by a number up to four digits long (permitted values: 1 ÷
9999).
The same code may be allocated to different names, providing they share the
same physical code.
Two different logical codes may be allocated to different names which share
the same physical code.
Set the logical code using the keypad and press OK to confirm.
Press C on the short-cut menu to enter the digit to the left of the cursor if you
make a mistake. The cursor can be moved onto the numeric string using the
and
buttons.

The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be deactivated
for approximately three seconds if the code is incorrect.

A DOOR CODE may be paired to the name, if required.
It is not necessary to pair each name to a door code, but it is not possible to
allocate the same code to different names.
Press C on the short-cut menu to enter the digit to the left of the cursor if you
make a mistake. The cursor can be moved onto the numeric string using the
and
buttons.
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The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be deactivated
for approximately three seconds if the code is incorrect.

The new user will be added to the database and the system will go back to the NAMES menu.
8.4.2. Modify

To edit a name or the parameters paired to it, select the name to be edited
using the
buttons and press OK to confirm.
The procedure is the same as that described for adding new names: the stored
values will be shown for each parameter. Press OK to confirm directly or edit
as needed.

8.4.3. Delete

To delete a name and the parameters paired to it (physical code, logical codes
and door codes), select the name to be edited using the
buttons and
press OK to confirm.

Press OK to confirm deletion or press X to cancel it.
IMPORTANT: The deletion operation cannot be undone.
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8.4.4. Delete all

Press OK to delete the entire database containing names and paired parameters
or press X to cancel the operation.
IMPORTANT: The deletion operation cannot be undone.

8.5. DOOR OPENER
The second level DOOR OPENER code can be used to configure up to 100 door codes which are not
linked to any name or physical code. These codes may be used by maintenance personnel, for instance.
The menu can be used to add new codes, edit exiting codes and delete one or all codes from the
database.

Select DOOR OPENER from the main menu. The menu shown here by the side
will appear. Select the required function with the
buttons and press OK
to confirm.

8.5.1. New

Enter the new door code using the keypad and press OK to confirm. The
code must be four digits long (permitted values: 0001 ÷ 9999).
Press C on the short-cut menu to enter the digit to the left of the cursor if you
make a mistake. The cursor can be moved onto the numeric string using the
and
buttons.
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The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be
deactivated for approximately three seconds if a code which is already present
is confirmed.

The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be deactivated
for approximately three seconds if the code length is incorrect.

The new code will be added to the database and the system will go back to the DOOR OPENER menu.
8.5.2. Modify

Select a code to be edited with the
buttons and press OK to confirm.
The procedure is the same as that described for adding new codes.

8.5.3. Delete

Select a code to be deleted with the
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buttons and press OK to confirm.
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Press OK to confirm deletion or press X to cancel it.
IMPORTANT: The deletion operation cannot be undone.

8.5.4. Delete all

Press OK to delete all door codes or press X to cancel the operation.
IMPORTANT: The deletion operation cannot be undone.

8.6. KEYS (function available only for models 1083/15 and 1083/16)
The second level KEYS menu can be used to acquire new transponder keys and delete one or all keys
acquired by the calling module.

Select KEYS on the main menu. The menu shown here by the side will appear.
Select the required function with the
buttons and press OK to confirm.
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8.6.1. New

Position the transponder key to be acquired near the key reader of the calling
module. The message “KEY STORED” will appear for two seconds when the
key is acquired.
Repeat the operation for all the keys to be acquired.

At the end, press OK to exit the acquisition step and go back to the previous
menu.

The page shown here by the side will appear and the keypad will be deactivated
for approximately three seconds if the key has already been acquired.

8.6.2. Delete

Select a transponder key to be deleted with the
to confirm.
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Press OK to confirm deletion or press X to cancel it.
IMPORTANT: The deletion operation cannot be undone.

8.6.3. Delete all

Press OK to delete all transponder keys or press X to cancel the operation.
IMPORTANT: The deletion operation cannot be undone.

8.7. RESET
The second level RESET menu can be used to restore the default settings (configuration parameters only,
i.e. those listed on the parameter table). User database, transponder keys and door codes will not be
deleted.

Select RESET from the main menu. The page shown by the side will appear.
Key in password 1000 and press OK to confirm.
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Press OK to confirm the reset operation or X to cancel and go back to the
main menu.

9.

BLUETOOTH PROGRAMMING

The calling module can be programmed directly or alternatively using a personal computer (PC) or a portable
device (tablet or mobile phone) with Bluetooth interface and dedicated software.
The software may be downloaded from Download\Software section of the www.urmet.com website.
Instructions on how to program via Bluetooth and the respective procedures are illustrated in the instruction
booklet provided with the software.
The keypad of the calling module will be deactivated when the Bluetooth connection is established except
for the X button which can be used to interrupted the calling module remote programming procedure.
IMPORTANT: Asynchronous interruption by pressing the X button may cause unpredictable results on
the data stored in the calling module (similar to interrupting a common data download operation). Use this
function only in case of actual use.

10. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Direct current power voltage (LINE) .............................................................................................. 36 – 48 V
Stand-by draw . ............................................................................................................................ 130 mA max
Max. draw (video conversation) ........................................................................................................... 200 mA
Lock output (SE+ SE-) . ......................................................................................... Hold current: 270 mA max.
Peak load: 15 VA
Relay contacts C, NC, NO ...................................................................... Max. switching voltage: 30 Vdc/Vac
Max. switching current: 3.5 A
Max. switching load: 40 VA – 25 W
Relay contact SE2 (vehicle gate) . ........................................................... Max. switching voltage: 30 Vdc/Vac
Max. switching current: 200 mA
ILA . ..................................................... Hearing aid compliant audio output, European law SOCU0611477A
Max. distance between door opening button
and calling module .................................................... 25 m / 82 ft, wire cross section area 1.5 mm2 (AWG15)
Max. distance between door open sensor
and calling module .................................................. 50 m / 164 ft, wire cross section area 1.5 mm2 (AWG15)
Temperature ...........................................................................................................-10 ÷ +50 °C / 14 ÷ 122 °F
Degree of protection codes: 1083/15 and 1083/25................................................................................... IP44
codes: 1083/16 and 1083/27................................................................................... IP43

10A. DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY TO DIRECTIVE 1999/5/EC
Hereby Urmet S.p.A., declares that these 2Voice Elekta and Elekta Steel calling modules (1083/15 and
1083/16 codes) are in compliance with the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of Directive
1999/5/EC.
The declaration of conformity may be consulted at www.urmet.com or can be requested to the Urmet
Customer Service.
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SECTION FOR USERS
11. CALLING MODULE DESCRIPTION
5

5
6
7

4
8

4
3
3

2

8
9

6

9

2
10

10
1

7

1
123-

Transponder key reader (only for models 1083/15 and 1083/16)
Keypad
Dynamically configured short-cut buttons.
The icon over the button indicates the available function.
4Colour display, 320 x 240 pixel
5Camera with LED lighting
6Speaker
7IR presence sensor
8Scroll buttons:
9Call button
10 - Microphone

12. HOW TO USE THE CALLING MODULE
12.1. CALLING USING A PHYSICAL OR LOGICAL CODE

The home page of the calling module is shown here by the side.
The options “SELECT NAME WITH
AND PRESS
” and “FOR
SWITCHBOARD PRESS
” will only be present if names are stored in
the repository and if a door phone switchboard is configured on the calling
module.
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Enter the code on the keypad. The page shown by the side will appear.
Press the
button again to make the call.
Press C to delete mistakes made while keying in.

A page containing an error message will appear for two seconds if an incorrect
code is entered.

A confirmation message will appear on the display.

The warning message shown by the side will appear if the line is busy or the
apartment unit is being used in another conversation.
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The message shown here by the side will appear if the apartment unit does not
reply within 60 seconds.

If the communication is activated on the apartment unit, the calling module will
enter conversation mode and the message shown by the side will appear on
the display.

When the door is opened from the apartment unit, the message shown by the
side will appear on the display.

The warning message shown by the side will appear when the conversation is
stopped by the apartment unit.
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12.2. CALLING BY NAME

The home page of the calling module is shown here by the side.
The “FOR SWITCHBOARD PRESS” option is only present if a door phone
switchboard is configured on the calling module.

Select the name using the
buttons and press the
button to make the
call. Hold the button pressed for longer than one second to scroll the names
quickly.
The keypad can be used to make the search faster. Enter the initials of the
name, select the name from the displayed list using the
buttons and press
the
button to make the call. Press C to delete mistakes made while keying
in.

Conversations and busy conditions are managed in the same way as in calls by
means of codes. Refer to the respective section for more information.

12.3. OPENING THE DOOR USING A DOOR CODE

The home page of the calling module is shown here by the side.
The options “SELECT NAME WITH
AND PRESS
” and “FOR
SWITCHBOARD PRESS
” will only be present if names are stored in
the repository and if a door phone switchboard is configured on the calling
module.
Press the
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button once.
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Enter the door opener code and press OK to confirm.
Press C on the short-cut menu to enter the digit to the left of the cursor if you
make a mistake. The cursor can be moved onto the numeric string using the
and
buttons.
Press the X button to go back to the home page.

A page containing an error message will appear for two seconds if an incorrect
code is entered.

If the code inserted is correct, the calling module will open the door. The
message shown here by the side will appear on the display.

If the opening times of the door openers 1 and 2 are both longer than 0 seconds,
the following screen appears, where you will be prompted to press button 1 or
button 2 to select the door to be opened (typically 1 = pedestrian door, 2 =
vehicle entrance).
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12.4. OPENING THE DOOR USING A TRANSPONDER KEY
(function available only for models 1083/15 and 1083/16)

Pass the transponder key near the reader on the calling module. This operation
may be carried out also during a conversation with an apartment station.
The message shown here by the side will appear for two seconds if the key is
not valid.

If the key is valid, the calling module will open the door. The message shown by
the side will appear on the display.

If the opening times of the door openers 1 and 2 are both longer than 0 seconds,
the following screen appears, where you will be prompted to press button 1 or
button 2 to select the door to be opened (typically 1 = pedestrian door, 2 =
vehicle entrance).

12.5. OPENING THE DOOR USING THE POSTMAN FUNCTION

Press the button T or P selected during configuration.
The button will appear only for the time during which the postman function is
enabled.
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12.6. CALLS TO SWITCHBOARD

The home page of the calling module is shown here by the side.
The “SELECT NAME WITH
AND PRESS
” option will only be present
if names are stored in the repository.
Press the

button once to be put into contact with the operator.

12.7. AUTO-ON
The door module camera can be turned on from the apartment station.
The auto-on function is described in detail in the 2Voice technical manual which can downloaded from the
www.urmet.com website.
The camera LEDs are not switched on and the image shown on the display is not changed when the simple
auto-on function is in use.

The LEDs light up and the following message appears on the display when
the audio button is pressed on the apartment station to start an audio/video
conversation:

Press X to end the communication on the calling module and go back to the
main page.

12.8. SPECIAL CODES

To send a special code, press and hold the 0 key for at least 3 seconds. The
page shown by the side will appear.
Enter the special code comprised between 0 and 254 and then press OK to
confirm.
Press C to delete mistakes made while keying in.
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The warning message shown here by the side will appear on the display if the
code is in the [0-254] range.
Sending the code is not confirmation that the command was carried
out.

The warning message shown here by the side will appear on the display if the
code is not in the range.

13. MAINTENANCE
Clean the display and the transparent protection over the camera with a slightly damp cloth. Do not use
abrasive products, solvents or soapy solutions.
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APPENDIX
14. PROGRAMMING AND USE OF THE SIMPLIFIED GUI
Simplified GUI is used to select to use a very simple user interface (GUI) allowing the user to select one or
more columns (or blocks) in the system and enter the number of the apartment to be called.
To enter the programming procedure, see paragraph 8.1.
To change the language of the calling module, see paragraph 8.2

14.1 CONFIGURATION OF PRIMARY CALLING MODULE

Select CONFIGURATION on the main menu. The menu shown to the side
appears where the user can press the
, to select YES.

Then select the type of PRIMARY module with the
to confirm.

buttons and press OK

The following screen appears and it is used to define which columns (or blocks)
may be called from the calling module. Ranges which include only some of
the blocks present in the system may be defined (e.g. FROM:3 TO: 12). After
having inserted a range of blocks, a default name will be assigned to each
block, e.g. BLOCK x, where x means A for the first block (the one with column
0 addresses), B the second block (column 1 addresses) and so on to block 25.
Blocks from 26 to 31 will be identified by letters ZA ÷ ZF. The default names
can be customized in the second level BLOCKS menu described below. The
following screenshot shows an example of configuration for calling six blocks.
If the user wants to call a single block from the PRIMARY calling module,
the BLOCKS INTERVAL must be configured as follows:
FROM: X
TO: X
Where X is the number of the block to be called.
The default value of the interval is
FROM: 0
TO: 0
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Set the identification code (ID) of the primary module on the keypad and press  OK.
to confirm the selection.
Admissible values: 0÷3
An error will appear when exiting configuration mode and returning
the device to normal operating mode if a previously used ID is set.

The next items on the menu are the same ones found in points 8.3.9 to 8.3.22.

14.2. CONFIGURATION OF SECONDARY CALLING MODULE

Select CONFIGURATION on the main menu. The menu shown to the side
appears where the user can press the
, to select YES.

Then select the type of SECONDARY module with the
OK to confirm.

buttons and press

Set the column number of the secondary module on the keypad and press OK
to confirm the selection.
Permitted values: 0 ÷ 31
No specific error is indicated if an incorrect column number is set but
no user can be called.
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Each column may have up to two secondary modules. Set the identification
code (ID) of the secondary module in the riser on the keypad and press OK to
confirm the selection.
Permitted values: 0 or 1.
Secondary module ID errors will only be shown when exiting
configuration mode and returning the device to normal operating
mode.

The next items on the menu are the same ones found in points 8.3.9 to 8.3.22.

14.3. BLOCKS

After exiting the CONFIGURATION MENU, the home page will present the
following

The default names assigned to the single blocks can be edited in the second
level BLOCKS menu. A number offset for apartments can be assigned and the
default name and offset of each block can be restored.

This page shows the blocks configured to be called by the calling module.
Use the arrows to select the name to be customised and press OK to confirm.
The digit which appears by the left of the name is the column address which
identifies the block and obviously cannot be changed.
The name-block list sorted by column address appears under the MODIFY
menu.
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This page can be used to edit the name of a block by using the alphanumeric
keyboard and the C,
and
buttons in the shortcut menu. Press the OK
button to confirm the change.

This page appears if an attempt is made to enter an empty name for a block. The
system will automatically go back to the block modify page after approximately
three seconds

This page appears if an attempt to assign a name which was previously used
for another block is made.
The system will automatically go back to the block modify page after
approximately three seconds.

This parameter specifies the offset to assign to the apartment numbers of the
block to differentiate them from the numbers of different blocks (default: 0).
In each block (or column) the apartments have a physical address comprised in
the [0,127] range and therefore must be called by entering a number comprised
in the range. In some installations, it is useful to call apartments belonging to
different blocks by using numbers comprised in different ranges.
Therefore, by specifying an offset other than zero for a given block, the
sequential numbering to be used to all the apartments of that block will be in
the [offset+0, offset+127] range.
For example, if an offset of 300 is specified for block (or column) 05, by keying
346 the calling module will call physical code 05 046, i.e. the apartment with
physical address 46 in column 05.
The offset that can be assigned to the numbering of the apartments
of the riser must be between 0 and 9872.
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This screen prompts to confirm to reset all the default names of blocks stored
in the calling module.

The items on the next second level menu are described in the following points:
- 8.5. Door opener
- 8.6. Keys
- 8.7. Reset

14.4 CALLING MODULE OPERATION IN SIMPLIFIED GUI MODE
In order to use SIMPLIFIED GUI a person wanting to call from the calling module
must know the name of the block of the apartment and the number assigned to
the apartment to be called. For example, apartment 234 in BLOCK A.
When the SIMPLIFIED GUI mode is active, calls to apartments are made as
follows:
— Press the
buttons to access the list of blocks that the calling module is
enabled to call. The blocks are sorted in alphanumeric order by name.
— Press the
buttons to highlight the name of the block to which the
apartment to be called belongs.
— Press OK to confirm the selection.
— Key in the number of the apartment to be called using the numeric keypad
and press the
or OK button to confirm.

Select the block to which the apartment to be called belongs using the
buttons and press OK to confirm.
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Key in the number of the apartment to be called on the calling module panel.
The number will appear on the screen.
Press the
or the OK button to send the call.

If SIMPLIFIED GUI mode is chosen on a calling module configured to
call a single block, simply key in the number assigned to the apartment
and press the OK or
button to call.
The list of blocks will not be shown if only one block is present because
this is the only block that can be reached by the calling module.

The user can also use the following commands or actuations that are described
in the following points:
12.3. Opening the door using a door code
12.4. Opening the door using a transponder key
12.5. Opening the door using the postman function
12.6. Calls to switchboard
12.7. Auto-on function
12.8. Special codes
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